Fisher Tomlin & Bowyer exhibit first bachelor pad garden at Hampton
Court Palace
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Work has started on the first garden for a bachelor pad to be exhibited at the world famous RHS Hampton
Court Palace Flower Show. Designed by Dan Bowyer ‘The Garden Pad’ has been designed for a bachelor
who enjoys the finer things in life and wants a contemporary space for relaxing and entertaining both
during the day and especially at night.
Dan said “The design is focussed on creating the perfect atmosphere for entertaining and features
stained black ash walls especially treated for outdoor use, a fireplace is an ideal evening focal point
from stylish seating made for two.”
Dan was inspired by Central London apartment (http://www.andrewfishertomlin.com/london_gardens.htm)
developments aimed at young city professionals that often have small gardens needing design inspiration.
He added “small modern gardens can often concentrate on the hard landscape but my garden aims to show a
balance between hard materials and plants. Slick paving and screens are built within a planting of birch
trees and other plants designed to provide maximum summer enjoyment.”
RHS Hampton Court Palace Flower Show runs from 8th to 14th July 2013. This is Dan Bowyer’s first show
garden and comes ahead of Fisher Tomlin & Bowyer’s collaboration with Tom Harfleet at the Australian
Garden Show Sydney in September 2013.
-EndsFurther Information
Fisher Tomlin & Bowyer create gardens and parks from their offices in Wimbledon, London and Chobham in
Surrey. The company provides design and horticulture services worldwide for which they have received a
number of international awards.
For further information please contact Andrew Fisher Tomlin on
Email - andrew@fishertomlin.com
Telephone - +44(0) 1276 855900 or +44 (0) 7957 855457
Website address -http://www.andrewfishertomlin.com
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